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AutoCAD has three parts: an
engineering application, a drafting

application, and a technical drawing
application. The engineering

application provides the ability to
model, design and engineer
mechanical, electrical, and
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plumbing systems, and the technical
drawing application provides the

ability to create drawings and
technical illustrations. The

AutoCAD software can be used as a
CAD, drafting or technical drawing
application. Autodesk also offers a
Technical Documentation System
(TDS) and Content Management

System (CMS) that allows
companies to create, share, and
maintain content in technical

drawings, databases and Microsoft
Word documents. Contents History
AutoCAD's origins are in the use of
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microcomputer graphics terminals
(TGIs) in engineering and

architecture firms, such as the
architect Charles E. Moore, who
wrote the first commercialized

version of AutoCAD, CAD
Programmer III, in 1981. The same
year, it was added to the core of the
package and became AutoCAD by

the end of 1982.[2] Original
programmer Charles E. Moore was

the first to add AutoCAD to the
Computer Design Studio I

workstation. Moore's client, Charles
Wright & Co. of Buffalo, New
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York, also requested a high-
resolution printer that would work

with the new software. This
customer was impressed with the
program and went on to purchase
more than 40 workstations for the
company in 1983.[3] Moore also

recognized the advantages of
microcomputers over the then-

dominant mainframe and
minicomputer-based CAD

programs. It was common for users
to have to wait for several minutes

to load a drawing on a
minicomputer. As Moore
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considered the design of the
program, he realized that the ability
to create and modify a file in one

environment would eliminate having
to load it into another program. For

these reasons, Moore decided to
write a completely new software

application for the microcomputer.
The initial development of

AutoCAD took place in 1981 and
AutoCAD was first released in

1982.[2] In 1985, Autodesk
released a Macintosh version of

AutoCAD, the first computerized
drafting software for Apple's
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Macintosh line of computers. A
windowed version was released in

1987. The software had a large
success at the time of its release,

outselling other competing
programs like SolidWorks and PTC
Creo, and proved the commercial
viability of CAD software for the
Macintosh platform.[4] A drawing

application for the Windows
operating system was added in

1987.[5]
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AutoCAD LT, is a product for on-
line CAD model generation and

collaboration. It uses the
ShapeWizard technology to

generate 3D models from XREF
files and drawings. It is not available
for Linux or Macintosh platforms.
AutoCAD and dSpace share many
features, as well as a similar user
interface. (dSpace also provides
documentation for the various

methods used by Autodesk;
Autodesk provides specific
knowledge for managing the
installation of AutoCAD and
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AutoCAD LT on Windows.)
Performance AutoCAD 2010 offers

functionality for creating and
editing drawings of reasonable

complexity in a reasonable amount
of time, depending on the number
of objects and the complexity of

their geometries. The computer runs
AutoCAD 2010 and other Autodesk

applications in parallel using
multiple threads. The 2011 version

of AutoCAD is over 40% faster
than its 2007 predecessor on the

same hardware, and AutoCAD 2011
even run on a Pentium IV laptop
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with 4 GB RAM with no problem.
See also Project Construction 2008

Project Construction 2004
Autodesk DWG Viewer for Eclipse
(DWG support in the Eclipse IDE)

OpenSCAD Notes References
External links Official site

Autodesk Online support site
Autodesk Developer Network
Autodesk Support AutoCAD

Design Centre Autodesk
Architectural Design Center
AutoCAD LT Design Center

Autodesk Exchange Apps
AutoCAD User Forum
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#. Choose the file you want to edit ..
figure:: img/8c.png File Location #.
The function in the Form created in
the previous tutorial was modified
so that: a) the new function
automatically chooses a rectangular
region b) the internal algorithm
increases the precision of the values
#. **Start the function** .. figure::
img/8d.png Start Function #.
**Note the success in the bottom
left of the form** #. **Open** the
Design Explorer (View tab | toolbox
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| Designer) #. **Select** the
component that you want to edit in
the **Model** | **Standard**
sheet #. **Expand** the component
so that you see all of its parameters
#. **Set the parameter value** and
**go to** the preview tab #. **To
edit the parameter in the edit
panel**, set the value and **go to**
the preview tab #. **To save
changes**, click **Save** #.
**Open** the Form Preview
window (View | Form Preview
window) #. Click **Reload** to
apply the changes #. **Note** that
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the values you changed in the
**Standard** sheet of the
**Model** component have been
reflected in the **Form** #.
**Close** the Form Preview
window (Window | Close) #.
**Reset** the form to its initial
state (Form | Reset) #. **On the**
**View** tab | **Toolbar** |
**Basic**, click **Design** |
**Draw** | **Annotate** .. figure::
img/8e.png #. **Set** the **Start
Type** to **Arrow** #. **Drag**
the **Arrow** to the area of the
document you want to draw on #.
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**Specify the length of the arrow**
(4.2 cm) and **straighten** the
arrow (shift F) #. **Reset** the
**Start Type** to **Rectangle** #.
**Draw** the rectangle .. figure::
img/8f.png Draw Rectangle #.

What's New In AutoCAD?

Change lists now show only “What”
to help designers focus on the
design, rather than on the details.
Drawing components now also have
name. Designers can instantly
access the names of the components
they’ve created. Print Preview: Now
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on the main CAD screen. Choose
your preferred printer. Add a
custom message. Create multiple
paper labels. Show the boundaries
of your drawing in the preview
window. Check the alignment of
your drawing on the screen. Show
only the paper on which you’re
working, on-screen or on paper.
Generate raster image files. Auto-
save frequently in a separate
document. When you save, continue
to work on your drawing. Compile
drawings for smaller memory. Go to
the next drawing by clicking the “+”
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in the header. Elements from the
same drawing are shown in the same
color. Editing a database: The
drawing history shows you the latest
changes. When drawing elements
are selected, their properties are
shown in the property sheet. Create
multiple layers and switch between
layers with a single click. Group
objects into layers and switch
between layers by layer. Select
drawing elements from layers or in
the canvas. You can filter layers.
Hierarchy panel: Unfold or fold a
node. Drag and drop nodes. Add
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nodes. Filter nodes. Export as DXF.
Save parts. Export as FBX. Export
as OBJ. Export as X3D. Export as
SWF. Export as U3D. Export as
UPX. Import objects. If you have a
drawing that is open, you can save
your current drawing and import an
existing model. You can save an
element as a reference. Re-use the
same element in other drawings and
save it as a symbol. Export to
CAD/CAM from the annotation
tool. Create alternative nodes in the
hierarchy. Draw views of the part.
Switch between the viewport and
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the drawing. Snap active elements
in the canvas to the drawing edges.
Be aware of the element snap
settings and snap the mouse to the
element. Snap to
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Windows 7, 8 or 10. 2GB of RAM
12 GB of available space DirectX
11 compatible video card
Minimum: Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz
processor 3 GB of RAM Intel HD
3000 NVIDIA GeForce GT 330M,
ATI Radeon HD 4250, Intel HD
4000 Recommended: 4 GB of RAM
AMD Radeon HD 5650 or NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 460 with 1GB of
VRAM
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